ICQCC 2017 - Abstract / Synopsis Performa

1. Title of the QCC case study
2. Name of the QC Circle (in Block letters)
3. Name of the organisation with full address
4. QC Case Study Presentation Category option: Competition / Non – Competition
5. Abstract should be in Text in approx. 250 words only in MS Word format. (Times New Roman Font, Size 10, No Photos, No Graphs to be used). The following points to be covered.
   - Objective of the problem / why this problem is selected.
   - Problem Solving Method used in brief like PDCA; DAMIC, Statistical approach etc.
   - Quality Circle Tools used
   - Solution developed and implemented.
   - Steps taken for prevention from re-occurrence and control.
   - Benefits – Tangible and In-Tangible in brief.
6. Name of contact person:
7. Phone, Fax & Mobile No:
8. E-mail ID – (Mandatory)